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NLF-readers,

Happy dictators in parliament make Earth lawless.

30 april 2009

NLF-readers,

As long as Members of Parliament refuse to put
legal construction on the table which are inherent
to the (wished) government policies, there will
never be enough food & peace on Earth.

Zolang Parlementsleden weigeren juridische
constructies op tafel te leggen welke inherent zijn
aan (gewenst) overheidsbeleid, zal er nooit
voldoende voedsel & vrede zijn op Aarde.

Talks within EU, UN, NATO, AU & all other groups are
only anchored in 'wishfull-thinking'.
Never in a legal-construction that can be implemented
by the people instantly.
Never in the reality of implementation of governmentpolicies per state of law.

Gesprekken in EU, UN, NATO, AU & alle andere groepen
zijn alleen verankerd in 'wishfull-thinking'.
Nooit in een juridische constructie welke door het volk
per direct kan worden geimplementeerd.
Nooit in de realiteit van implementatie van
overheidsbeleid per rechtstaat.

Every nation has to put their own national legal
construction on the table next to the
compromisses in policies achieved by all
nations together in EU...enz.....

Elk land moet hun eigen nationale juridische
constructie op tafel leggen naast de behaalde
compromissen in beleid van alle landen te samen
in EU...enz...

Talks within EU ...enz... are too superficial.
And this causes war, especially when highly
important future-facts are being ignored.

Gesprekken binnen EU...enz... zijn te oppervlakkig.
En dit veroorzaakt oorlog, zodra uitermate
belangrijke toekomst-feiten worden genegeerd.

Like:

Zoals:

●

In 2050 we will have 9 billion individuals
on Earth.
Where to do we grow food needed ? Even
today we can't feed all people . And how
are we going to secure our policies with
legal-constructions?
For which courts of law?

●

In 2050 hebben wij 9 miljard individuen
op Aarde.
Waar telen wij het benodigde voedsel?
Zelfs vandaag de dag kunnen wij niet alle
mensen voeden . En hoe leggen wij ons
beleid vast in juridische constructies?
Bij welke rechtbanken?

●

In 65 years time the sea-level has risen 4
meters, not 0.90-1.50 meter as many
expect. EU will be gone! How are we
going to anticipate on this disaster?
A clear view on Policies, NLFs & courts of
law is needed – instantly - to make sure
every nations takes necesarry measures
as soon as possible.

●

Over 65 year is de zee-spiegel 4 meter
gestegen, niet 0.90-1.50 meter zoals
velen verwachten. EU zal verdwenen zijn!
Hoe gaan wij anticiperen op deze
natuurramp?
Een heldere visie is nodig
– per direct - voor Beleid, NLFs &
rechtbanken... om er zeker van te zijn dat
noodzakelijke maatregelen worden
genomen per land, zo snel mogelijk.

●

We need to remove salt from sea-water
and bring it to desert today, not next
year...
How are we going to collect & distribute
expertise? This is already available but
not implemented on a extremely large
scale.
How are we going to make sure that
individual nations do not sabotage 'the
Greenery for Earth'?
Which policies, to be anchored in which
NLFs and courts of law do we have to use?

●

Wij moeten zout uit het zee-water
verwijderen en dit vandaag nog naar de
woestijn brengen, niet pas volgend jaar...
Hoe gaan wij expertise verzamelen &
distriburen? Dit is al beschikbaar maar
niet geïmplementeerd op extreem grote
schaal.
Hoe zorgen wij ervoor dat elk individueel
land 'deze Tuinkas voor Aarde niet
saboteert'?
Welk beleid, verankerd in welke NLFs &
rechtbanken hebben wij nodig?

●

Parliaments are too childish to anticipate on
enormous natural disasters to come!

Parlementen zijn te kinderachtig om te anticiperen
op enorme te verwachten natuurrampen!

24 april 2009
NLF-readers,

NLF-readers,

Members of Parliament don't have a 'scientific
thinking- & behavioral pattern'.
They can't adjust to an exploring & coöperative
attitude, aimed at building the nation together
with
the people.

Parlementsleden hebben geen 'wetenschappelijk
denk- & gedragspatroon'.
Zij kunnen geen onderzoekende &
samenwerkende
houding aannemen, teneinde samen met het volk
het land te bouwen.

And they don't want to build, as long as a parliament
exists of various political parties.
Enjoying to overrule eachother with 'stupidity for an
image in the media'.
The people's need for 'Evolution in Intelligence' is
boycotted.

En zij willen ook niet bouwen, zolang een parlement
bestaat uit veschillende politiek partijen.
Die veel plezier beleven aan het tiranniseren van elkaar
met 'oenigheid voor een imago on the media'.
De behoefte 'Evolutie van Intelligentie' bij het volk is
geboycot.

Politicians lack knowledge on Psychology.
Therefore they can't communicate for problem-solution.
They only thing they can do = distribute 'imagebuilding'.

Politici hebben gebrek aan kennis van Psychologie.
Daardoor kunnen zij niet communiceren voor
probleemoplossing.
Het enige wat zij kunnen = 'distributie van
imagobouwen'.

Every nation needs a Business-parliament, where
participans live & work like 'avarage human
beings'. Appointed for their skills.

5 april 2009
NLF-readers,
I could not write for a few weeks; needed 'an
overview' on TOPs for Presidents....
I shall try to explain why all these talk result into
more LAWLESS-people, worldwide.
Afghan-top
● Afghan-people were very disapppointed in the
results
Afghan-people complain about the fact that
fundamental human rights are not anchored
during this top = HRs are 'free -available or
missing' = people can't count on their HRs or
work with it.

●

Politicians speak of 'a succes'. How can this
be?
The whole Human Rights-topic is carefully
arranged by NL.
The day has only 7 workhours, so the agenda
can be manipulated.
Their may not BE serious talks about HRs,
because the world may not discover that
there's an ICC-case against NL or that ICC is a
highly corrupt Lobby- & Assasinationcentre on
command of EU, UN & NATO.
Maxime Verhagen - and MPs - read my
websites an want to steal all my info for their
NEW policies in parliament... so they prove to
the world that they have changed for the

Elk land heeft een Zaken-parlement nodig, waarin
deelnemers leven & werken als 'gemiddelde
mensen'. Benoemd voor hun vaardigheden.

better... and that my ICC-case is almost
'irrelevant'.
LAWCASES AGAINST MPs ARE SUPPOSED TO
BE INFERIOUR GOODS & SERVICES
= people may never become smart enought to
defend themselves within ICC or ICJ.

●

When you go the to website of MinBUZA, you
read:'Verhagen has stopped a discriminating
new Afghan-law for woman'= Afghanparliament may not discriminate women
This is the way NL works! Happy Dictators
in power.
Balkenende & co don't talk to people, don't
want to know what people need to survive.
Than they write speeches or come up with NEW
policies that prove that they have been
listening to the people...
Or they publish reports to prove tothe world
'that NL has improved implementation of HRs
abroad...and that people have a better lives
thanks to NL' = liars-propapganda , meant to
overrule people who have to live in agony for
NL-MPs-dictators
For Afghan this means 'that Balkenende & co
prove that they want Afghan-people to have
fair law'. But the BASIC FACT is: 'Balkenende &
co support, finance & educate corruption via
NATO into the Karzai-parliament. People
excluded.....'
NL makes up stories about Law & Justice to
implement.
Another example.
Minister of Agriculture Gerda Verburg
announced that she will invest 5 million euro in
the education of Agriculture in Kabul and other
regions.
Is this money given to the Karzai-parliament,
or does NL open a NEW SCHOOL for Agriculture
in Kabul? I can't find the answer!!!!!!
○ When 5 million is invested in the Karzaiparliament for Agriculture, most of these
euro's will disappear in corruption.
Example: Disappear in newly build 1
million euro Residences for Afghanpoliticians financed with NATO-money.
When NL builds a NEW SCHOOL itself, you
will get the scenario I already explained for
Africa in my ICC-paper of 1 september
2007.
You get education, you will improve your
businesses.... BUT....
When you are finally a self-supporting
money-maker, NL will start to dump
goods, services & polution on the Afghansoil. You have to clean up NL-waste &
-litter.
Meaning:
Afghan-people will not have workable laws
or acces to fair Int. Trade or Justice.
Therefore its possible for NL to blackmail
the Afghan-parliament with import/export
regulations
= Afghan has to stay CHEAP/ LOW
IMPORT-TAXES because NL onces invested
5 million euros in the education of Kabulfarmers
= Afghan has to repay all these

investments, with a profit
= Officially, its forbidden to export goods &
polution abroad from Rotterdam Mainport/
Schiphol, but the security is LOW...so
ships/plains will departure anyway

○

Do you get the message? I think you do....
No matter which route you take, Simple
People will have to pay with their lives,
now or later.

NLF-Solutions for Afghanistan
● Accept ALL euro's you can get!
● Work with TRUTH, it will save your live
○ You have to publish the results of ALL
practices on a website.
Show the world the good & bad
results, weekly.
○ This will give people – like me – the
opportunity to bring you justice and
help you clear away corruption.
Corruption of NL-MPs in Afghan, needs
to be cleared away with ICC- or ICJlawcases. Lobby within the EU & UN
will only cause MORE corruption... The
longer the lobby-path is, the more hel
you will have...
○ Prepare the Kabul-farmers for the
final results = one day they have to
pay back the investment to NL. This
will stop some of the lies of NL-MPs.
○ Publish ALL contracts you close with
NL-investors on a website.
Explain why you accept money, goods
& services for which goals for life &
economical targets. Explain to the
world which parts of EQ you need.
Also outline: which investments you
need for which business-results.
This will make you powerful, because
you implement a skill the NL-MPs
rather forget.
TRUTH-TELLING - when you have
absolutely nothing – is the only
survival-strategy left. It gives you
respect = freedom to move.
Put truth on timelines, together with
business facts & lifetime-experiences
and you can defend yourself by
proving what you have done under
certain circumstances.
NL-MPs have all evidence of people
removed in NL = genocide by
bureaucracy

●

You have to give 'Good-NL-fooks' a little
more credit for the fact that they try to
rescue you. Now you are being
blindfolded by NGOs... I do understand
that you assume :'better something than
nothing', but this has changed now Sudan
refeuses to recognize authority of ICC,
supported by many African-countries.

●

I know that you have to accept CORRUPT
money for shelter, food, raw materials,
education, lively hoods. You have to close
contracts with people who are in a
position to kill you, or you can be killed in
a civil war for closing these contracts.
Fear. Of course you are afraid of results....

but when you don't start to level with
'Good-NL-EU-individuals', NL-MPs will stay
strong & corrupt.
You have to put your needs on a website!
NATO-top
● Denmark-president Anders Fogh Rasmussen
will be the new Head of NATO.
Turkey is right! This will cause disturbances in
the Moslim-world.
On my site I write to Egypt about a dirty EUdeal between NL & EU-members for the GAZAborder in Egypt
= NL & EU want to be in controle of that
border. NL wants an NEW war between GAZA &
Israel.
Egypt responded wisely; they open GAZA
whenever its save = NO interference EU at
that border.
This example is going to be daily practice,
worldwide in NATO-policies
= dirty deals between a few EU-actors to
distribution of corruption, hatred & lawless
lives.
Whats the bigger plan?
Well...., policians are low-intelligent person.
They do have criminal thoughts & practices...so
they manipulate one lie after another... to stay
in POWER... Blackmail & bullshitt- photosessions to prove 'that they are such a
wonderful friends'.
People overhere want good practices like
GREEN-ENERGY & social behavior...but we
don't get it! We are exlcuded.
The opposition in parliament is excluded of
Balkenende & co-dictator-policies too ...and
they refuse to implement legal-contructions to
stop it... They turn to propaganda,
manifestations & strikes. This breaks down our
Justice-system, rapidly.
Our financial-system is weak, now corruption is
being denied. Corruption will take over here
too!
Thus?
Individual NL-MPs play psychopatic powergames. Its the game that counts, not the
result.
Death bodies are waste/litter, which can be
removed from your computer by one click on
the mouse..... NATO will be a Low-intelligent
Blackmail & Bullshitt-centre

●

Psychology-lesson:
When in EU-politicians call eachother 'Bridge
builders' and give eachother jobs because they
are 'good Bridge-builders between people'.....
this is only meant to cover up for war-crimes
exercised by those policians.
Namely: 'A true good-hearted Bridge-builder
will never work for NATO, because NATO is the
BEST corrupt distributor of EU-corruption,
blackmail-policies for the int. weapon-industry
and a demolisher for good lawsystems'.
○ A social-behaving politician can work with
the media, like I do.
And doesn't need 'Institutions for the
performance Power-theater'.

●

Politicians are Low-intelligent persons
who have NO COMMUNICATION-SKILLS at
all
= they bring cliché-talks, one-liners...or
emotionless psychology
= they are afraid of individuals who show
their true emotions without vandalism or
crime
= they are too stupid to be a visionair for
worldwide NEWsystems
= they want to be visonairs in history...
Presidents & Co think highly of themselves
because they are part of a system in which
they are allowed to work as organized
criminals.
They are never tested for their job: NO
psycho-therapy, NO psychology-test.

●

○

political parties work with an emotional
blackmail-systems towards their
candidates
= when you do as the Boss tells you to,
you can become a powerful politician.
= you have to ignore legal obligations in
case of misconduct in parliament
= when you are confronted with crime of
another MP, you come up with a new
policy, law or manifestation
= when crimes are war-crimes you install a
new commission to investigate on it
= you NEVER go to court against one of
your 'friends in parliament'
= you never talk about in-effective laws
that do not protect civilians against severe
violation of HRs.
In NL: Nationale Wet Ombudsman &
Algemene Rekenkamer = these 2
organisations may check on war-crimes of
Mps, but may not stop them now the HRtreaties are left out of these laws.
= you only talk to the media that protects
this system
= you make sure that NGOs & business
abroad follow your thinking-pattern
= you exclude everybody who wants to
change this system

○

In NL out politicians 'don't know what HRtreaties contents'
= they can't even think in legal structures
within the courtsystem based on HR
= they can't clean up the corruption within
the lawyers- & notary-practices
= can't clean up 'retarded police-stations,
where police-officers with a lot of self-pitty
because they simple don't want to read,
write or talk aimed at conflictending &
justice'
= they are too stupid to stop war-crimes in
other politicians from other countries

Presidents & Co want to be 'Happy
dictators'. A new elan for 2009.
Worlds' Presidents are civilized because
they close friendship with other dictators
on TOPs. And they refuse to stop these
monsters in courtroom, based on evidence
of Simple People.
These dicators are free to stay dictator
because their war-crimes 'only build
genocide by bureaucracy'.......
They fly from one conference, to the next

summit, world-debate... and media... to
prove that they are civilized enough to
brainwash other dictators with politics.
Result?
○ In-effective constitutions like UN &
NATO.... and may more...
EU does bring some laws, but its also a
war-criminal.
○ Worldwide distribution of corruption &
lawless-lives.
○ People, turn away from politicians and
come up with their own survival-plans
○ These individuals can't be stopped
anymore by Police & Ministery of Defence
○ People remove politicians from their
presidency
○ People try to start lawcases against
politicians, but rarely succeed
= more street violence
○ A sick VIP-world, in which VIPs torture &
kill people because other VIPs torture & kill
people too
○ A low-intelligent educational system with
corrupt Profs
○ 'sick-making' healtcare-system, due to all
the corruption
○ Talks about Social Organizations who are
supposed to survive without any structural
power to change the system
○ Planet Earth without oxigen in 2039

●

NATO is going to be a 'very agressive
institute'...in coöperation with
Europol.europa.eu
○ EUROPOL is supposed to be a Smart
Police-office against Organized Intelligent
Crime in the Hague, NL.... Training &
education.
I emailed them about my ICC-lawcase, of
course. NO RESPONS.
Based on the behavior of police-officers
here in Haarlem/Schiphol-region I assume
'that they can't read my files & websites'.
They don't know that ICC & ICJ stand for.
Can't estimate the consequences of: 'The
Dutch Supreme Court works like a terrorist
and has people with their files disappeared
from NL-soil'.

○

NL-police can only build offices, NO
knowledge!
= What you saw at the Afghan-top was
'presentation of materials' to prove that NL
has an effective police-corps.
= I didn't try it, but I think that I can kill
Maxime Verhagen under all circumstances.
Top or not. Whatever I do or say, police
run away from me.....
Sorry Afghanistan/Pakistan: 'I should have
killed the man... and a few other
visitors...'.

○

INTERPOL is supposed to anticipate on
serious war-crimes in EU; they only want
to stop criminal individuals, not the
criminal politicians. Appearently, INTERPOL
kills civilians on command of EU, UN &
NATO. Together with EUROPOL?

○

An other example of NL-ers complaining
about the retarded police-officers we have.
UK closes down the country for hatredmongers like Geert Wilders and violent
activists.
Result? They party in NL.
Our politicians & police-corpses only read
laws 'to prove to the people that they can't
change a bad situation'.
More people – like me – build complete
files and put them on the desk of a policecorps
= is the police doesn't need to think
anymore
= they only have to copy text and write
the charges for courtroom + arrest the
suspects.
Last week, businesses put a complete
instruction-file against violent Animal
activists on the police-desk. They recieved
the message:'We can't do anything for
you'.
So the NL-ers refer to the UK... and ask
the parliament:
'Why can another EU--UK-member stop
criminals, while NL can't?'
The only correct answer is:'People we can
implement laws to stop crime, but we want
NL to be a Happy Dictatorship to stay out
of ICC-prison ourselves'.

Afghanistan/Pakistan....
Now you have an idea of the 'the Highly Ineffective NOT-SO-SMART Police-corps' your
countries will have soon thanks to NATO, UN,
USA...and others...
But this is not all ========== G20-summit
==========
● I felt sick watching all those greetings between
& photo-sessions of 'Happy Dictators' thinking
for solutions against the Financial-crisis.

●

Do you know that only Chinese-people say in
the media :
'The G20 is not going to bring anything good
for China, needed solutions are boycotted'?
Reports say:'We felt excitement. Barack
Obama was performing well'. BAH.
The people are poor & lawless... and the media
only talks about 'the new elan in politics'.

●

Dmitri Medvedev was having a 'good time' with
Balkenende & Barack Obama.
He admits that the G20 is only a new
startingpoint for better politics...
Medvedev supports the war-crimes of NL - also
the increase of more lawless people in EU for his own Russian-economy. Which economy?
He's NOT smart enough to comprehend 'that he
has already build a lot of hatred of Europeans
against Russia, because one day it will become
clear that he has given Balkenende & co the
freedom to build a dictatorship worldwide,
together with ICC'.
Barack Obama is only in office for a few
months.
BUT to me its already clear 'that he can't

set priorities'.
This presidents speeches beautifully and
looks handsom on Blaickmail & Bullshittphoto's.... BUT, he wants to be FRIENDS
with everybody!!!???
Look.... Personally, I don't want to be friends with AlBashir of Sudan....., but I do strongly believe that he's
entitled to a fair trial within ICC, after Balkenende has
been brought to ICC-courtroom.
And UN Ban Kimoon has been replaced by a fairthinking UN-leader.

○

Hillary Clinton is NOT Smart enough to
work with laws to stop wars OR to
anticipate on the outburst of new onces.
Her speeches in the media are brainless.
Inconsequent. Instable.

○

USA only cares for the USA, not for lives
of lawless Europeans, although these lives
are a trigger to more wars.
USA does not want to press Israel into a
more fair country with a courtsystem
against Hamas, although the people call
for this approach of the USA. Pritty stupid!

○

The fact that Obama ignores terrorism of
the Dutch Supreme Court and war-crimes
taking place within ICC, supervised by UN
Ban Kimoon...makes clear that he has NO
IDEA of life in EU... and the connection
with Afghanistan/Pakistan.

○

How he values INTERPOL & EUROPOL is
100% unclear.
Its irrelevant to him, because he wants to
impose his plans on Pakistan/
Afghanistan... at any costs... He talks
about education & businesses, but has
F16s shutt 12 individuals death overthere
on the moment he speeches. NO
NUCLEAR WEAPONS!

Personally..., I don't care if Earth has nuclear weapons
or not.
I only want a courtsystem that gives me my
funadamental HRs back withing a short period of time,
when Presidents have taken these away from me... .
Even when this means the EU-leaders have to be put
into prison. As you know, I have a completely different
point of few on money, budgets & human beings.
How many individuals have to be killed by
F16s, before USA accepts 'that they can
never win that war, when USA gives
Balkenende & Co and ICC freedom to be a
war-maker'?

○

USA wants to be part of the HR-units
within the UN.
But Obama keeps UN Ban Kimoon in his
powerful position while that leader wants
ICC to be a Hitlercourt. On top of this, he
wants to prove that USA wants Hrs for
everybody. EVERYBODY HAPPY?

○

Obama wants NATO to invest the money
more wisely... Less corruption.
But he forgets that the young men who
present themselves as 'terrorists/attackers'
do not recieve 1 million euro NATO- &

USA-money to build themselves a new
residence with in the Karzai-parliament....
or the Pakistan-mountains...
Barack Obama doesn't comprehend how
'the war-makers-system of EU expands its
power'

Wordbank group
Global Trade Liquidity Program
Time to stop this Open letter.
My intuition tells me 'that we will have an
economical-explosion causing of more lawlessindividuals in EU very soon'. Perhaps better
said:'an Imposion”, now bureaucracies are free to
be serial-killers. People get angry because we
loose Talents & Tools.
The network of the 'Happy dictators' will become
more visable.
Disturbances....
● NATO has to be closed down...for ever...So
does EUROPOL.
● INTERPOL needs to be cleaned up, from
EU-political-corruption.
● Ban Kimoon needs to be removed from the
UN.
● ICC needs to be cleaned up, before its too
late. Its already too late...
● Russia needs to stop its 'new networkbuilding' and start to present its true
economy to the world = give foreigners
acces to Russia, instead of sending them
into EU-death.
Dmitri Medvedev is afraid of the possible
good results of his own good-practices =
when he would have stopped ICC and
supported me openly, he would have
gained LOTS of RESPECT – more individual
freedom – on the Worldmarket.
Not authority, but freedom to be EQintelligent.
● Asia needs to 'work with their individual
brain, far away from EU-blackmail
politics'.
● Africa has to close down ICC and clean up
NGOs.
Present local courtsystems to the world.
Mixture Sharia-courts with Westerncourts.
I know that Nigeria already works with
this practices. And they don't cut off hands
of thiefs...who are punished by Sharialaw.
● India has to demand 'transparency of the
ICC-activites in public'
= gaining power . Far away from the UN,
EU & NATO
● Countries like Ukraine, Latvia...and others
are on the edge of bankrupty. Due to the
fact that they want to be a member of the
EU-blackmail-system, what will never
happen because their bureaucracy is not
build for it...
Eastern Europe – now excluded from
financial solutions against the crisis – has
to start to blackmail EU-members
publicly..., by telling the truth about

●

corruption in the EU.
They are now overruled by NL-warcrimes
– while they are members of the Statute
of Rome - , whats a pritty stupid thing to
accept.
USA has to make a Hollywood-movie
called 'Happy Dictatorships'.

Have a straightforward day,
desiree stokkel
donkerelaan 39
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